JUNIOR ACHIEVMENT
ON THE

MOON!

Hello Team,
WELCOME!!! Here is your exclusive edition of the
newsletter. In this newsletter we shall stray away from our
more normal newsletters of Subway Operations but give
praise and recognition for all Junior Achievement (JA)
Volunteers. First, let us tell you what Junior Achievement
is about.
Junior Achievement (JA) is the world’s largest
organization dedicated to educating students about
the workforce readiness, entrepreneurship and
financial literacy through experiential, hands-on
programs. Junior Achievement programs help prepare
young people for the real world by showing them how to
generate wealth and effectively manage it, how to create
jobs which make their communities more robust, and how
to apply entrepreneurial thinking to the work place.
Students put these lessons into action and learn the value
of contributing to their communities. Junior Achievement’s
unique approach allows volunteers from the community to
deliver the curriculum while sharing our own experiences.
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Junior Achievement’s Mission
“To inspire and prepare young

people to succeed in a global
economy.”
It’s not an easy task. But it’s the kind of challenge that JA
takes on with the creative energy, fervor and decisive
action

The VOLUNTEERS….
- Belinda Escamilla
- Dylan Haase
- Matt Wirgler
- Patrick Borcich
- Arthur Gracia

- Paul Crowell
- Sean Viveiros
- Logan Campbell
- Robelyn Tambot
- Gus Yacoub

Sponsored by:

*Junior Achievement Conference 2012
with students. Our HMB Subway team is just a few of the
382,637 classroom volunteers in the national JA program.
Our job as a volunteer is to transform the key concepts of
each of the lessons taught into a message that inspires
and empowers students to believe in themselves, showing
they can make a difference in the world.
Junior Achievement maintains an active vision, front
and center, on how we can have a positive impact on the
lives of more students guided by the core values:
** Belief in the boundless potential of young people
** Commitment to the solid principles of market-based
economics & entrepreneurship.
** Passion for what we do and honestly, integrity, and
excellence in how we do it
** Respect for the talents, creativity, perspectives, and
background of all individuals
** Belief in the power of partnership and collaboration
** Conviction in the educational and motivational impact of
relevant, hands-on learning.



Sharon Preston, JA San Mateo
Advisory Board District Manager



Dr. Gus Yacoub, JA San Mateo
Advisory Board Member

Recognition
These Volunteers over the years deserve
recognition for their diligent commitment,
inspiration, and generosity to Junior
Achievement and to the students that they have
taught.
Each volunteer has taken the time to be part of the Half
Moon Bay community by teaching these young adults that
attend Half Moon Bay High School of many valuable
lessons that are offered through Junior Achievement. We
would like to give each volunteer mentioned above for
graduating a total of over 300 students in the financial
planning curriculum throughout the past 4 years.
Each of the volunteers has gained, not only a great
reputation for Junior Achievement, but for Subway
because volunteers have shown that Subway always
strives to deliver positive impact to local communities.
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CLASS OF 2012

The 2012 Experience
We would like to thank Arthur and Robelyn for success
on this year’s current Junior Achievement Curriculum.
During an interview with Robelyn and Arthur, they
mentioned how honored and privileged they both felt in
being part of Junior Achievement. Many of the students
that they taught during the semester had not only gained
vital information for the success of their future but gained
an experience of a life time. Arthur and Robelyn
mentioned that they had formed a bond with many of the
students and enjoyed the class discussions as well as
being able to educate students through experiences that
they had faced in their own personal lives. They were
also very grateful to receive a donation in the form of a
Giant Sub from HMB Subways. During the JA graduation
celebration, the students felt very honored to not also
receive a certification of completing JA but were very
grateful to the donations made by the two sponsoring
companies, Intel and VG Subways.

- Altwer, Andrew P
- Arnett, Paige L
- Cilia, Kyle K
- Fountain-Larsen, Emily P
- Hernandez, Amado
- Hernandez, Jasmine J
- Kalabolas, Nicole B
- Lopez, Victor A
- Mack, Sophia M
- Martinez JR, Brian K
- Nelson, Adriana A
- Perreault, Brigette R
- Rausa, Alison A
- Rivera, Anthony F
- Valle, Christopher A

- Arellanes, Emanuel O
- Bass, Natasha
- Day, Amy C
- Gatson, Jacqueline N
- Hernandez, Catalina
- Huerta, Jesus
- Lemke, Hunter C
- Luquin, Carlos E
- Madriaga, Cathlene
- Nah, Felipe D
- Nelson, Chelsey S
- Pyle, Gabrielle M
- Rico, Andrea
- Uribe, Jose Alfredo G

JA Board Member Contacts
Website: http://www.janorcal.org
Steven Kahlich
VP Development
Ph: (925) 4651079
E-mail: skahlich@janorcal.org

A Big Thank You!!!!
We would like to thank our Junior Achievement
Sponsors, volunteers, teachers, students and
anyone else that contributed to the success of
contributing to Junior Achievement’s Mission
Statement. We would like to give a special thanks to
Ms. Sharon Preston for devoting her time to meet
with each volunteer to give a full orientation and JA
teaching kits as well as to provide great motivation
for first time volunteers, and to teacher Christina
Eakley. We would also like to give a special thanks
to Mr. Heron Sanchez, Ms. Rosi Antonio and the
Subway staff of Half Moon Bay for providing
donations to Junior Achievement. We would also
love to give a great big thank you to our two
sponsoring companies, Intel and Subway, for their
consistent donations toward funding the Junior
Achievement in Half Moon Bay and San Mateo
(owners Vera Novosel & Gus Yacoub). We also
give a great big thank you to the JA San Mateo
Junior Achievement Board members for their
generosity and time.

Sharon Preston
District Manager
Ph: (650) 777-7585
E-mail: spreston@janorcal.org

Big Thank You……

Half Moon Bay Owners & Staff
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